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About This Game

Will you escape in time?

A-Escape is an escape room game built from the ground up for VR. Working in collaboration with a real-world escape room
business, A-Escape brings the complex puzzles and immersive environments of escape rooms to your living room.

Features:

Dark and foreboding rooms designed by a real-world escape room business

Challenging puzzles designed to push your escape room skills to the limit

Unique interactions that fully utilize the HTC Vive wand controllers

A compelling soundtrack by Connor O.R.T. Linning
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Publisher:
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Dead game, do not buy.. Actually a pretty nice puzzle game, with nice OST.

~ 7/10. This game is a bottomless pit that you will end up throwing all of your time in, if you through your money into it.
Unless you like having to wait two days to be able to play a retro videogame, I wouldn't recommend purchasing this product.. 
https://youtu.be/voZf3oAiFuA

Reconstruct an steady flow of simple objects depicted in a patchwork / stained glass art style while racing the ever ticking timer.
Little is done to tie the images or mechanics with the 'Alice' theme which is a missed opportunity.

A puzzle game without standard shaped pieces is an fine concept but the inability to look at the entire collection of pieces at
once can lead to a lot of loss time if the shuffle provides pieces without any adjacent to the placed ones on the board.. GAME IS
A ♥♥♥♥,.. Play as (bad) anime PIXEL woman wioth beat up bad skelon with ba dstory. COCKHARDGAME♥♥♥♥. very
fun vodka game,

10/10 hoping to get to 1000 hours. I paid for this, only to not have access to it. I feel ripped off, does anybody know how to
access it, I already tried to local file thing and it didn't work.. Badass DLC worthy to my collection XD

Side Note: Makes sense that Captain Marvel comes out the same day as DMCV cause Carol Danvers and Dante both defeated
Omega Ultron in Marvel VS Capcom. Very simple and easy game. I let my son play it. It remembers me of Super Mario Bros..
The graphics for wildlife park 2 are better. This game is a step backwards
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A pretty good and entertaining twin-stick shooter. Somewhat reminiscent of the old Sir-Tech game Star Maze
on old 8-bit micros. The game is quite slick and stable, lots of power-ups and upgrades to keep it interesting.. Chip's #1 & #2 do
not respond. The music comes on, but there is no picture, so I can't [lay the game. I used to play the games, but they stopped.
Can it be fixed?. Great little game. It's pretty short, but for 1$ it's definitely worth the price!

The story and puzzles are really good. You are sent back in time by accident and must travel back and forth through time,
helping different people along to way, to get back to the present day.

The gameplay reminds me of Day of The Tentacle.. This is a great game to teach kids the basics of economics: buy low, sell
high. They'll teach themselves the basics of spreadshets to track the MIN/MAX and Average sales, and learn what products will
give them the best profit margins. They'll learn about supply and demand! This game is dope!

It's not so much a drug dealer simulator as it is a stock market simulator with extra layers of risk.. Good benchmark software for
anyone overclocking 7\/10
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